Digital ReLab
Charlottesville & Richmond, VA
www.digitalrelab.com
info@digitalrelab.com

Job Opening
- Senior Developer

March 2, 2016

Come join us in solving the most valuable problems for our multimedia future.
Digital ReLab is reimagining the entire digital asset landscape and has built the first ever multimedia platform positioned for the future demands of an emerging digital ecosystem. Born in a
recording studio to solve the day-to-day workflow and transcoding challenges, our platform,
Starchive, has evolved to be the only platform in a new class of utilities designed for a multimedia and virtual-reality future.
For the last four years, we have honed the platform with the Bob Dylan Music Company building
the very first comprehensive digital archive of Bob Dylan’s life and work. We have now turned
this platform into a SaaS subscription service for other artists, symphony orchestras, creative
agencies, museums, and important archives the world over.
We are recruiting a Lead Developer who has experience in rapid development and the
temperament for an emerging and expanding company. We need a technology leader with the
ability to innovate and help build a tech team with a philosophy of servant leadership. This
position could evolve into a Systems Architect and/or CTO role. It is critical that you are a strong
culture fit and ready to participate in a fast-paced race to claiming a significant portion of a
market that will be worth $60B by 2020.
Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Imagination and Curiosity
Advanced Skills with HTML5, LAMP Stack, Javascript, jQuery, SASS, CSS3, BASH
Experience implementing REST / OAuth based Web Services for MVC Web Applications
Passion for Data, DB Administration and Application Development
Openness and awareness of new emerging web technologies
Responsive Design Mobile Application Experience with an eye towards IPTV
Experience working with Amazon Web Services and other Cloud APIs
Working Knowledge of Digital Audio, Video, and Image Processing
Familiarity with Computer Vision and Machine Learning (Virtual Reality a plus)
Hardware experience and ability to optimize servers a plus

Location can be flexible but Richmond or Charlottesville, VA is preferred. Nashville and New
York are a close second.
Compensation will be competitive in the market and related to experience and talent. All offers
include shares in this fast growing company. If you are inspired by shaping the future of how the
world works with digital media and you think you are the right person for the job – please send
us a cover letter explaining why you are the perfect candidate for this partnership and include a
resume. jobs@digitalrelab.com
Digital ReLab is an Equal Opportunity Employer and supports Workplace Diversity.

